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Ethical education in software engineering: 

responsibility in the production of complex systems 

Abstract. Among the various contemporary schools of moral thinking, 

consequence-based ethics, as opposed to rule-based, seems to have a good 

acceptance among professionals such as software engineers. But naïve 

consequentialism is intellectually too weak to serve as a practical guide in the 

profession. Besides, the complexity of software systems makes it very hard to 

know in advance the consequences that will derive from professional activities 

in the production of software. Therefore, following the spirit of well-known 

codes of ethics such as the ACM/IEEE’s, we advocate for a more solid position 

in the ethical education of software engineers, which we call ‘moderate 

deontologism’, that takes into account both rules and consequences to assess the 

goodness of actions, and at the same time pays an adequate consideration to the 

absolute values of human dignity. In order to educate responsible professionals, 

however, this position should be complemented with a pedagogical approach to 

virtue ethics. 

1. Introduction 

The moral progress of society is highly influenced by the way we reason in the 

various fields of ethics, and in particular professional ethics. The laws that govern a 

society are responsible for the structure it acquires in the long term. Yet it is the task 

of ethical thinking to inspire the development of laws. Each one of us implicitly 

acknowledges the primacy of ethics over law when we cry out: this law is unjust! 
(Think of laws that encourage racial discrimination, insufficient minimum salaries, 

and so on.) Apart from the brute force, the only other force that can change the laws is 

the ethical reason. 

This primacy of ethics over law explains why ethical thinking is so important in 

everyone’s education: if our moral arguments are weak, we are at the mercy of the 

best speaker. In particular, it is crucial in the education of modern professionals, such 

as software engineers, because the ethical thinking is not only made up of abstract 

principles, but it is also derived from the real professional life and circumstances. If 

you want to formulate ethical judgments about rates of interest, taxes and salaries, you 

must be knowledgeable about these notions in the field of economy. In the same way, 

to judge about the moral responsibility of the software engineer requires a good 

knowledge of the profession, well aware of the real way engineers work and their 

experience.  

Every engineer is first of all a free person, an ethical agent. Ethics, far from being a 

set of limits imposed on our freedom, is the precise way we become our own masters 

and achieve personal growth — the way we ‘build’ ourselves. Without a specific and 

solid ethical education, the engineer becomes a mere technical, depersonalized 



instrument in the hands of others. The exercise of profession, in which the whole 

human being is involved, is an essential part of this personal growth. For that reason, 

we cannot admit the reduction of ethics to the limits of the private, neither the 

fragmentation of ethics between the private and the public. The software engineer 

cannot ignore the defense of human dignity in the exercise of her profession — on the 

contrary, her mission is to create software that respects and values people. (Note: to 

avoid the continuous repetition of ‘he or she’, in this paper we will use ‘she’ to denote 

the generic third person.) 

The need for a specific and solid ethical education has already been recognized in 

many places and educational institutions. In particular, the Computing Curricula 
developed by ACM/IEEE, which are taken as exemplar for many university 

programs, put a significant emphasis on ethics and law courses in Chapter 10, devoted 

to Professional Practice, and promote various strategies for incorporating them into 

the Computer Science curricula
1
. 

In this paper we are not concerned with general educational issues about ethics in 

Information Technologies, such as privacy of personal data, freedom of expression 

and censorship in the Internet, intellectual property of software products, intrusions, 

frauds and abuses committed with the aid of, or against, software systems, and so on. 

We rather want to focus on ethical issues that more directly concern the responsibility 

of the software engineer in the production of faulty software systems, and the 

detrimental consequences that can be derived from them. Software systems, in search 

for social prosperity and rationalization of work, are more and more powerful systems 

which may cause severe harms to human lives or well-being, and when this occurs we 

want to know who is responsible, who shall pay for it. But this analysis must not 

ignore that it is in the nature itself of Software Engineering to deal with the 

production of complex systems, where the consequences of actions are particularly 

difficult to foresee. 

This paper is structured as follows. Sections 2-3-4 present the notion of 

responsibility, survey the distinction between rule-based and consequence-based 

ethics, and show how these two approaches entail a different notion of responsibility 

and, in the end, of human dignity. Then, Sections 5-6 apply these notions to the 

problem of complexity in the production of software systems. Section 7 shows the 

deontological orientation of current ethical codes in software engineering, and how 

the presentation of ethical principles and codes should be integrated with a 

pedagogical approach to virtue ethics within the software engineering curricula. 

Finally, Section 8 contains a summary of our argument and some concluding remarks. 

2. The notion of responsibility 

The term ‘responsibility’ has a variety of senses
2,3

. We can first distinguish between 

two moral senses of responsibility: ‘forward-looking’ responsibility (or ‘role 

responsibility’) is the sense in which one is entrusted with achieving or maintaining a 

good result in some matter; ‘backward-looking’ responsibility (or ‘accountability’) is 

the sense in which a person or group deserves ethical evaluation for some act or 

outcome, i.e. moral praise for a good outcome or blame for a bad one.  
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A person is playing a role of responsibility when she has some duties or obligations 

because of her function or position in society, and she is expected to both have 

relevant knowledge and skills, and to make a conscientious effort. For example, 

parents are responsible for their children, they cannot abandon them. The reality 

surrounding someone demands an adequate response from that person; the possibility 

of not responding is excluded: not to act is one way to react
4
. This adequate response 

involves, first, a clarification of the situation so that the conscience (i.e. the sense of 

good and evil), discovers the values at stake, and the exact measure they demand a 

response from the agent; and second, a prioritization of the potential courses of 

action, since our limited nature impedes us to satisfy all possible demands. All this 

requires open-mindedness and dialogue with reality. In other words, conscience is not 

an oracle; its function is not to decide, but to know, what is good and what is bad
5
. It 

is our moral knowledge sense and, like any other knowledge guide, it has to be open 

to reality to be able to see into it, sometimes with a great deal of effort — and even so 

it can fail. Conscience does not guarantee success in moral judgment; instead, it can 

fail, especially if it shuts in itself; moreover, conscience is not properly exercised in 

isolation, even if it happens to be right. That is why dialogue is essential to better 

know moral realities, goodness or badness of human actions.  

Backward-looking responsibility (accountability) is related to causal responsibility, 

though they are not identical terms. We talk of ‘causal responsibility’ when we look 

for the sources of certain results or consequences in the actions or omissions of an 

agent. Since the effects have usually a multitude of causal factors, in practice we are 

trying to identify the abnormal factor in the origin of an unexpected effect. For 

example, if a forest is burnt-out, we will consider as normal factors the capacity of 

wood to burn, and the presence of oxygen in the atmosphere; but the facts that 

someone lit a bonfire (action) and the firemen did not react (omission) will be 

regarded as the abnormal factors that caused the forest to be destroyed. When a moral 

agent is causally responsible for some outcome, that is some reason to think that the 

agent is morally responsible for it; causal responsibility is not conclusive evidence of 

moral responsibility, however. The notion of blameworthiness or culpability can be 

associated with role responsibility, but more often with causal responsibility: when a 

person is responsible in this sense, we expect from her to repair the bad consequences 

of her actions or omissions: for example, the consequences of a faulty program code. 

Another important distinction is found between ‘moral responsibility’ (which 

distinguishes good and bad actions before conscience) and ‘legal responsibility’ (legal 

and illegal actions before law). There are situations where the law will require some 

kind of repairing or compensation to the harms caused (strict liability), even though 

there was not properly a evil action from the moral point of view: for example, if 

there is a failure with more or less severe consequences, despite the software was 

honestly produced with all reasonable efforts to assure its quality and following the 

highest standards, then the software company will be liable.  

Nevertheless, moral responsibility is generally broader than legal responsibility. 

As we have seen, ethics inspire the development of law, but one of the functions of 

the law is to put clear limits to responsibility in social life, so that it can be prosecuted 

with the instruments of power, such as penalties, etc. If the laws demanded from us all 

that ethics does, our lives would become unbearably regulated. Real life is richer than 

the laws can reflect, and excessive laws can even suffocate our freedom to do it better 



than it is strictly demanded by law. Besides, ethics pursues an internalization of 
values that acquaints oneself with good, and eases the conscience to capture the 

demands of the situation and give an adequate response to those demands (this is what 

ancient philosophers like Aristotle and Seneca called ‘virtue’). But this internalization 

is out of the scope of law, which is satisfied with an external submission. In summary, 

ethical behavior cannot be confined within a set of laws, and professional ethics 

should seek more than mere fulfillment of a code of conduct.  

Indeed, a code of professional ethics is a particular kind of law, which one 

voluntarily assumes because of belonging to a professional association, such as the 

ACM/IEEE, or simply because in fact one exercises the profession where the state 

laws obligate to follow the code. A code of conduct may be useful, even necessary, to 

“define those actions that are ethically improper”
6
 in a given professional context. The 

code is useful because it manifests the values of the profession; but it is completely 

unable to achieve those values by itself: only a virtuous agent is capable of carrying 

out the values of the code. A code of conduct will always remain an external 

reference that depends on the freedom of the ethical agent. The agent can be forced to 

follow the code, but she cannot be forced at all to internalize its values, to achieve a 

true ethical behavior: virtue is always free. Good values do not automatically produce 

good actions; in other words, a code of conduct is not sufficient to generate virtuous 

professionals that are compromised with ethics. Virtue cannot be ‘produced’, it can be 

only ‘educated’. We will come back to this issue in Section 7. 

The analysis that follows in the next two Sections shows that rule-based ethics is 

more adequate than consequence-based ethics as a foundation for a professional code 

of conduct. It must be noted, however, that both approaches are weaker than virtue 

ethics
5,7,8

, in the sense that none of them is able to achieve a true ethical behavior. A 

comprehensive approach to ethics, one that cares for the personal growth of the 

professional, should integrate three fundamental elements: goods, norms and virtues
9
. 

Nevertheless, we will not give a full account of virtue ethics, since it is out of the 

scope of this paper. 

3. Rules vs. consequences: two rival versions of ethics 

Contemporary schools of ethics can be organized in very different ways. A very 

common distinction among them is that of ‘rule-based’ vs. ‘consequence-based’ 

ethics
10

. Ethicists who are in the ‘rules’ camp believe good actions result from 
following the correct rules of behavior, which generally are thought to be universal 

and applicable to all; the rules must be followed regardless of the consequences, good 

or bad, that might result. Ethicists who focus on consequences, in contrast, believe 

general rules are not specific enough to guide action and feel instead that we must 

look to the consequences of our actions, and take the actions that produce the best 
results or consequences (see Table 1).  

Technically, this distinction is known in the ethics literature as ‘deontologism’ vs. 

‘consequentialism’. Some authors further distinguish between action-based and rule-

based consequentialism
3
, which respectively consider the consequences of individual 

actions, or the long-term consequences of applying general rules. This distinction 
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does not affect the core of our argument, and therefore we will not deal with it for the 

sake of brevity. In a famous 1919 lecture (‘Politics as Vocation’) , the sociologist 

Max Weber, who contributed to the general acceptance of this distinction, gave them 

the names ‘ethics of conviction’ (Gesinnungsethik, alternatively translated as ‘ethic of 

ultimate ends’, too) vs. ‘ethics of responsibility’ (Verantwortungsethik)
11

. The first 

position has more an air of honorability, whereas the second one seems more flexible 
and reasonable: they could represent the hero we admire and the pragmatist we 

follow (using the words of Weber, the saint and the politician). Near the end of this 

rather long lecture, Weber says (emphasis is ours): 

 “We must be clear about the fact that all ethically oriented conduct may be 

guided by one of two fundamentally differing and irreconcilably opposed 
maxims: conduct can be oriented to an ‘ethic of ultimate ends’ or to an ‘ethic 

of responsibility’. This is not to say that an ethic of ultimate ends is identical 

with irresponsibility, or that an ethic of responsibility is identical with 

unprincipled opportunism. Naturally nobody says that. However, there is an 

abysmal contrast between conduct that follows the maxim of an ethic of 

ultimate ends — that is, in religious terms, ‘The Christian does rightly and 

leaves the results with the Lord’ — and conduct that follows the maxim of an 

ethic of responsibility, in which case one has to give an account of the 

foreseeable results of one’s action.” 

A few pages later, however, he apparently contradicts himself (emphasis is ours): 

“In so far as this is true, an ethic of ultimate ends and an ethic of responsibility 

are not absolute contrasts but rather supplements, which only in unison 

constitute a genuine man — a man who can have the ‘calling for politics’.” 

Whether Max Weber contradicted himself or not, the fact is he got the distinction 

between ‘ethics of conviction’ and ‘ethics of responsibility’ widely accepted
5
, which 

is our starting point. We will call these two extreme positions ‘rules-without-

consequences’ and ‘consequences-without-rules’ (see Table 2). What many do not 

perceive is that these two positions, such as they have been presented, cannot resist 
the slightest rational analysis, therefore they do not truly represent realistic ethical 

positions that are worth considering as practical guides for action. 

Let’s take first the rules-without-consequences ethical position (extreme 

deontologism). There is no rule of behavior which ignores at all the consequences of 

the actions, since it is completely impossible to define an action without considering 

its precise effects: acting means producing effects
5
. The rules ‘thou shallt not lie’, or 

‘thou shallt not murder’ are not inconsiderate to consequences — indeed, they are 

forbidding very concrete consequences, i.e. lies and murders. In other words, extreme 

deontologism, if it really tries to disregard consequences, cannot propose practical 

rules of behavior. 

On the other side, the consequences-without-rules ethical position (extreme 

consequentialism) is irrational for different reasons. First, the consequences of a 

certain action extend over a period of time that properly has no limit, yet we cannot 

indefinitely wait to judge whether an action is good or bad. Second, even if we put a 

timely boundary to the consequences we want to consider, they nevertheless belong to 

the time to come, therefore they are rather uncertain; we would have to employ some 

kind of prediction technique to foresee the consequences and valuate them; but these 

techniques will always be limited by the very nature of things, which do not follow 



perfectly known behavior rules (besides, consequences will probably depend on the 

freedom of others). Third, and most important, if we want to avoid a priori rules to 

determine the goodness for actions, and we make the goodness of an action depend on 

the goodness of its consequences, then we need rules to valuate the goodness of the 

consequences; extreme consequentialism does not solve the problem of goodness, but 

simply puts it off. In summary, ‘take the actions that produce the best results or 

consequences without following any rules’ does not designate anything practicable. 

The third given reason shows up also that consequentialism is not ‘value-neutral’: 

it requires a set of values or rules, as well as deontologism does. Neither 

deontologism nor consequentialism can be ethically neutral, and of course they should 

not be. There will be a variety of deontologist and consequentialist ethical systems, 

depending on the set of values they choose to respect. 

Summing up, both extreme positions are neither rational nor practicable (they are 

not only unreasonable, but also impossible to put into practice), so that the contrast 

between them is more misleading than helpful to understand ethical concerns
5
. 

Extreme deontologism and extreme consequentialism do not represent true and 

practicable ethical standards — they are mere cartoons. No one can really have them 

as guides of conduct, therefore no one can rightly be blamed for following them. 

When we claim that they are ‘irrational’ positions, we do not mean they are dangerous 

or harmful for the individual or society, but, first of all, that they are logically absurd 

and impracticable. We do not mean that the extreme deontologist is a ‘fanatic’ and the 

extreme consequentialist has ‘no scruples’: we mean that no one can really be the first 

neither the second. If, too often, deontologism or consequentialism are presented in 

their extreme, irrational forms, it is rather with the intention to mock at them when 

contending from the opposite camp. 

4. Moderate ethical positions: is there a clear boundary? 

Between these two extreme positions we can talk of two moderate ones, which we can 

call ‘rules-with-consequences’ and ‘consequences-with-rules’ (see Table 2). Well 

then, what can we say about the rationality and practicability of moderate positions? 

The moderate deontologist, who stands in the rules-with-consequences ethical 

position, knows she cannot take refuge in rules of behavior that are to be followed 

blindly. Instead, she knows she has to consider the consequences of the actions to 

define the actions themselves and to perform a proper valuation of ethical 

responsibility: severe consequences will weigh more than minor ones, and direct, 

short-term consequences will be considered before indirect, long-term ones. The 

consideration of the consequences will influence the way to apply the behavior rules, 

so that at least some of the rules will not be absolute. Of course, a good reason 

(possibly derived from the consequences) is required to depart from these rules that 

are not absolute (usually called prima facie rules): a rule being ‘relative’ does not 

mean one can follow the rule at free will. 

Conversely, the moderate consequentialist, following the consequences-with-rules 
ethical position, knows that calculating best outcomes requires some a priori rules to 

put a boundary to the consequences to be considered, and to valuate the goodness of 
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those consequences. Apparently, this leads to a position which is very similar to that 

of moderate deontologism. So, where is the difference, if any? Is there a smooth 

transition from one side to the other, or is it sharp, on the contrary? 

The true consequentialist, even if moderate, will not acknowledge absolute rules 
that forbid some kinds of actions: everything enters into a calculation, so that an 

action that is considered bad under certain circumstances will become good in a 

different situation. On the contrary, the moderate deontologist does not believe every 

rule is unconditional, yet at least some of them are absolute: besides some actions that 

are good or bad depending on circumstances, there are some actions that are 

considered ‘evil in themselves’ — they are never ethically permitted, even though 

they could have some indirect good consequences. 

In other words, there is definitely a clear boundary between moderate 

deontologism and moderate consequentialism, which is the acknowledgment of 

certain unquestionable barriers not to be trespassed at all. This principle has been 

traditionally stated as ‘the (good) end never justifies the (bad) means’, and it is 

derived from the recognition of human dignity: thou shallt never do something that 

directly harms human dignity. Human dignity cannot enter into calculations. Table 3 

summarizes the contrast between both positions. 

The acknowledgment of unquestionable barriers is not a purely theoretical 

principle: it has practical implications. The difference between moderate 

deontologism and moderate consequentialism is not purely abstract. Therefore, we 

cordially disagree with Don Gotterbarn
12

: the different ethical theories are not simply 

different conceptualizations of essentially the same way of acting. 

In conclusion, both moderate positions integrate in a rational and practicable way 

the consideration of rules and consequences, and both of them have plenty of 

supporters, but they are far from being equivalent with respect to the place they give 

to human dignity. Indeed, adopting a position of moderate deontologism is not 

enough to safeguard the respect for human dignity: it all depends on what is the 

inspiration for its behavior rules. As we have commented before, there can be a 

variety of deontologist ethical systems, which will be characterized by the values they 

protect. Therefore, from a purely formal point of view, we can think of a moderate 

deontologist system which is deeply inhumane (and History offers us a plethora of 

examples). However, even if it is not enough, moderate deontologism is necessary, 

since moderate consequentialism, where everything is calculable and relative, is 

incompatible with the very notion of inviolable human dignity. In short, the rational 

behavior requires the integration of rules and consequences, and the defense of human 

dignity requires the adoption of a deontologist position that acknowledges some 

unquestionable barriers. 

Now then, what is human dignity, and what are those unconditional rules? Well, 

the answer is not easy, and it is out of the scope of this work. Different cultures have 

different notions of it, but the idea of human dignity is nevertheless an achievement of 

civilization, explicitly acknowledged as such in the constitution of our modern 

society
13

. Briefly, we could say that human dignity has to do with the uniqueness of 
every human being, which is valuable in itself. Even if we know it imperfectly, 

pursuing human dignity, that is, the constant effort and compromise to know and 

protect it better, is a fundamental ethical option that makes a difference.  



A last remark. When we say ‘absolute’ or ‘unconditional’ rules we do not mean 

‘rules that are perfectly known and fixed for ever’, but rules that, as far as we know 

and accept them, forbid a behavior (evil in itself) that cannot be compensated by other 

indirect good effects or consequences through some kind of balance or calculation. As 

we have already stated, our notion of human dignity improves (has improved and 

hopefully will improve) over history, therefore our absolute rules to protect it have to 

evolve equally.  

5. Responsibility in the production of complex software systems 

Software systems are strongly characterized by their complexity: both the production 

process and the delivered product are very complex realities, even more if we take 

into account the growing demand of more distributed, networked and heterogeneous 

systems
14

. We can consider two different implications of complexity with regard to 

ethical responsibility. First, responsibility will be shared among a large set of people, 

from the requirements engineer to the software architect, from the designer to the 

tester, and above all the project manager. Who will be responsible for failures in the 

delivered software, for going beyond the budget, for missing deadlines in the 

schedule? What if people jobs, houses or lives depend on the software system 

working properly, or simply being delivered on time? Software complexity demands 

a clear distribution of responsibility among the different roles in the production 

process. 

Second, complexity makes consequences much more unpredictable, and therefore 

a consequentialist analysis of responsibility becomes much harder
8
. Everybody would 

be very happy if we had a perfect way to predict the behavior of a software system, 

but software systems are not a mechanical world of ideal billiard-balls. Unfortunately, 

Computer Science is not at a stage where we can have, in general, formal proofs for 

the proper functioning of a software system or subsystem. Most of times, systems are 

not formally proven (because we don’t even know how to); they are simply tested in a 

limited number of cases. If we had to wait for a perfect demonstration that the 

software has no bugs, then no system would be delivered ever, and this is not what 

society expects from software engineers. Tests can be (and should be) methodical and 

rigorous, and many software engineering standards contain specific guidelines and 

procedures to achieve good testing of software (see for example the European Space 

Agency Software Engineering Standards, Guide to Software Verification and 
Validation15

; note that this standard explicitly acknowledges that formal proofs are 

exceptional). But we cannot expect from tests the mathematical demonstration that 

the system will have no bugs. Software Engineering, like Medicine, is not 

Mathematics.  

The point here is that this imperfection and unpredictability of software belongs to 
the very nature of the software engineering profession, as we know it nowadays, and 

as it is publicly and socially recognized. In fact, we find similar imperfection and 

unpredictability in other fields of engineering. For instance, the civil engineer can, 

and must, adopt reasonable measures to avoid a bridge break-down, but she cannot 

mathematically assure it. However, if she adopts those reasonable measures, well 
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known in the profession, then she will not be responsible for the collapse, if it ever 

happens. 

Software differs from other technologies in that failures in software result from 

defects in the design, rather than in the materials or the manufacture of an object such 

as a bridge or an automobile (the analogous ones in information systems would be 

hardware defects, not software defects). Furthermore, software fails in nonlinear, 
discontinuous ways: a small error such as the omission of a comma in the code can 

produced a large change in the observable behavior. In contrast, most physical 

systems exhibit linear, continuous behavior: a small change in an input produces a 

commensurately small change in an output. Of course, a physical system which is 

near a critical point will present a nonlinear behavior, too; the point here is that the 

exception for physical systems is the general rule for software systems. 

Besides, we need a way to put boundaries to the consequences that the developing 

team should be responsible for. Clearly, being responsible for ‘all consequences’ of 

one’s acts would be too much for anyone, in any profession, especially if 

consequences are difficult to predict. For example, the development team could be 

held responsible for delays in the project delivery, but it would be unreasonable to 

blame them for failures in the old system that had to be replaced with the new one that 

did not arrive in time. On the other side, predicting the social consequences of the use 

of software systems is generally out of the competence of software engineers, who are 

not (and don’t need to be) trained in social sciences
16

. The engineer, as any other one 

in her life and profession, needs to know that her moral and legal responsibility is 

limited: since she has a limited capacity of action and prediction, she must have a 
limited responsibility. Otherwise, the risk to suffer abuses in arbitrary assignment of 

responsibilities is too big. In other words, no human being can be held responsible for 

all possible consequences of her actions (think of the ‘butterfly effect’: small 

variations of the initial conditions of a nonlinear dynamical system may produce large 

variations in the long term behavior of the system).  

As we have already seen, moderate consequentialism distinguishes from its 

extreme version in admitting a priori rules, at least to put a boundary to the 

consequences to be considered, and to be able to valuate them. We have also observed 

that moderate deontologism is preferable to moderate consequentialism with respect 

to the defense of human dignity, which software engineers cannot ignore, as we have 

already observed, since software is created by humans and for humans. We have now, 

in the field of software engineering, a more pragmatic reason to prefer deontologism 

over consequentialism: even if we are willing to admit rules to limit and valuate the 

consequences of human actions, these consequences are extremely difficult to predict 

due to the complexity of software systems, thus ‘basic’ behavior rules are more 

practical. Of course, we do not pretend this difficulty to be an excuse to ignore at all 

the consequences of one’s acts (something moderate deontologism does not pretend at 

all, as we have already seen before): our intention is to show that, among the two 

moderate positions that integrate in a different way the consideration of rules and 

consequences, consequentialism is less adequate than deontologism for software 

engineering, as a matter of principle as well as for pragmatic reasons. 



6. Direct and foreseeable consequences in software systems 

Both moderate positions contain the implicit notion of foreseeable consequences, i.e. 

those consequences that may be reasonably foreseen and for which the agent will be 

held responsible. Note that this notion imposes a precise obligation on the agent to 
foresee, not to disregard, the consequences of her acts. Note also that we talk about 

the foreseeable consequences, not the effective results, which could be different from 

predicted, therefore not being the agent accountable (morally responsible) for them. 

Again, the distinction between predicted consequences and effective results is not an 

excuse for an imperfect prediction, but it acknowledges the weaknesses of prediction 

methods. Even though a professional could be liable (legally responsible) for the 

effective results, she could be exempted of moral responsibility if they were honestly 

not predicted, and legal penalties should be softened in that case.  

Moreover, even if bad consequences are correctly foreseen and they become 

effective results, in some cases, when dealing with indirect consequences, the agent 

should not be held accountable or liable. For example, if general purpose software 

such as a word processor or a mail system is used to plan and commit a robbery. 

Therefore, only direct consequences of the actions (or omissions) should be taken into 

account to assess moral and legal responsibility. Both moderate consequentialism and 

deontologism account for foreseeable consequences, but moderate deontologism 

stresses more, if possible, the importance of direct consequences, since these enter 

into the very definition of the behavior rules that characterize it. 

In short, assessing the responsibility from the consequences requires having into 

account whether these are direct and foreseeable. Even if these two qualifications of 

consequences are related, they are not identical. Indeed, direct consequences are those 

that are derived from the nature itself of the action, whether we are able to foresee 

them or not; on the contrary, foreseeable consequences are those we expect in 

advance to occur, whether they are directly related to the action or not. Therefore, our 

actions can have foreseeable but indirect consequences (the quoted example of evil 

use of a fair software), and also direct but unforeseeable consequences (for example, 

the consequences of a defective user interface design, which in critical circumstances 

could even provoke a severe harm). All tools may be used for benefit or for harm. In 

the end, intentionality is the key to moral judgment
17

: human actions must be judged 

according to the intention or purpose of the action itself, which can be described as 

‘what the agent intends in doing this particular action’ (for example, ‘writing 

spyware’), and which must be carefully distinguished from other ends the agent might 

pursue in doing it (for example, ‘earning some money by means of spyware’). In fact, 

every human action is most properly described by its intention. Direct and foreseeable 

consequences are closely connected to the intention of the agent, in contrast to 

indirect and unforeseeable consequences, therefore we consider their analysis as a 

convenient means to ascertain the intention of the action. 

Note that these distinctions between direct and indirect, and between foreseeable 

and unforeseeable consequences, apply not only to software engineers but also to 

other kinds of engineers. The engineer is responsible for direct and foreseeable 

consequences of the system she develops, and she is not responsible for indirect and 

unforeseeable consequences. Generally, she should not be held responsible for 
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indirect and foreseeable consequences, but she should for direct and foreseeable 

consequences (see Table 4). 

Indeed, direct but unforeseeable consequences are generally derived from a 

deficient knowledge of the action and its consequences. The software engineer has the 

obligation to foresee the consequences that are directly derived from the nature itself 

of her professional activities, because she has the obligation to know well her 

profession. Nevertheless, due to the limitation of our knowledge, predicting 

everything is impossible, and so there is place for direct but unforeseeable 

consequences. In this case, then, the degree of responsibility depends on how much 

the obligation to foresee the direct consequences has been satisfied. That is why we 

say the engineer is generally responsible, although there may be exceptions. 

On the other side, indirect but foreseeable consequences are not derived from the 

nature itself of the engineer’s activities, though they may be predicted by virtue of 

statistical laws. These consequences typically depend on the co-occurrence of actions 

of other free agents, or on natural phenomena which are completely out of her control. 

This lack of control does not mean that the engineer may completely ignore these 

consequences, but it does mean that generally she will not be responsible for them. 

Anyway, in both intermediate cases, direct but unforeseeable and indirect but 
foreseeable consequences, we certainly expect the engineer to learn from those 

consequences and to share that knowledge with the engineering community: even 

more, a responsible (virtuous) engineer should incorporate this knowledge in the next 

version of the software system, to mitigate future harms. 

Let’s see some examples of the four cases: 

� Direct and foreseeable consequences. If a software system is intentionally 

designed to spy on banking transactions and commit a fraud, then the software 

designer is clearly responsible for the software misuse, even though she does 

not use it herself: this evil use is to be considered a direct and foreseeable 

consequence of the software design.  

� Direct but unforeseeable consequences. If a health software system fails 

because it was poorly designed, i.e. the failure is a direct consequence of a 

deficient professional activity, then the system creators will be held 

responsible for unforeseen consequences provoked by the failure, such as the 

vanishing of medical records. 

� Indirect but foreseeable consequences. If general purpose software such as a 

word processor or a mail system is used to plan and commit a robbery, the 

developers should not be held responsible, because these are indirect 

consequences, even though they were able to predict that someone could use 

their system for an immoral end. 

� Indirect and unforeseeable consequences. If someone employs software 

intended for domestic use in a context of industrial production, where more 

reliability, precision, etc., would be required, the software manufacturer has no 

responsibility for the various harms that could be caused by this improper use, 

which is indirect and unforeseeable at the same time. 

The point that we want to emphasize is that assessing the direct consequences that can 

be reasonably foreseen requires a good knowledge of the profession: someone outside 

of the profession cannot state which consequences are direct, nor do a good 

prediction, and therefore is not properly qualified to make ethical judgments about the 



matter. However, these two qualifications of consequences (direct and foreseeable) 

are vague and open in the end. Ethical principles cannot be used as the input to an 

ethical algorithm that generates ethical decisions: the agent cannot avoid her personal 

ethical judgment in each particular situation
6
.  

7. Codes of ethics in the education of software engineering 

professionals 

In spite of their weaknesses
16

, current codes of ethics in software engineering provide 

valuable guidelines to achieve ethical behavior and to assess moral responsibility in 

the profession. These codes adopt what we have called a moderate deontologist 
ethical position: a view where human values are preeminent (including some absolute 

values whose violation cannot be compensated by ‘good consequences’) and, 

precisely because of that, the consideration of the consequences of actions is crucial. 
We cannot minimize the importance of ‘computing consequences’ in advance to 

assess moral responsibility and to choose the most adequate course of action
18

, but 

this computation would become a meaningless calculus if we forget that the ultimate 

goal is preserving a due respect for human dignity. Human values are the framework 
that provides sense to the assessment of consequences. 

Let’s take a closer look at the ACM/IEEE code: “The Code helps to define those 

actions that are ethically improper to request of a software engineer or teams of 

software engineers”
6
. It is not in the spirit of the Code to provide a perfectly defined 

catalogue of rules of good professional conduct, although it does intend to help in the 

definition of the actions that are ethically improper of a software engineer. On the 

contrary, its intention is rather to educate and inspire software engineers
19

 to achieve 

an ethical behavior in the exercise of their profession. This is why the Code is 

structured in eight general principles, each one of them accompanied by a variable 

number of non-exhaustive clauses which illustrate the general principle with 

examples. The eight principles summarize the core values the Code tries to protect: 

software engineers shall always (1) act consistently with the public interest, (2) 

promote the interests of their client and employer, (3) ensure the highest quality 

standards in their products, (4) maintain integrity and independence in their 

professional judgments, (5) subscribe to an ethical approach to the management of 

projects, (6) advance the integrity and reputation of the profession, (7) be fair to and 

supportive of their colleagues, and (8) participate in lifelong learning for themselves. 

The eight principles and their clauses cover a broad range of issues: general ethics 

(veracity, honesty, solidarity), business ethics (employer-employee relationships, 

client-developer relationships), ethics of information technologies (inappropriate use 

of computers, intellectual property, data protection and confidentiality) and, finally, 

more specific ethical issues of software engineering (responsibility in the quality of 

the production process and the delivered product, etc.). Some clauses are directly 

related with the protection of human dignity, others are more relative and empirical in 

nature, since only they state convenient ways to avoid poor practices that, according to 

the experience of many years of profession, would lead to defective processes and 

products: appropriate testing, good documentation, and so on. Above all, the “concern 
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for the health, safety and welfare of the public is primary; that is, the public interest is 

central”
6
. A centrality that cannot be achieved through the contrast and opposition of 

rule vs. consequence ethics, but rather with a good integration of absolute values 

derived from the respect for human dignity, empirical rules born from professional 

experience itself, and pragmatic consideration of the consequences of actions. 

The education for ethical responsibility in the profession demands, first of all, 

additional courses within the software engineering curricula that are devoted to 

general issues in ethics, specific issues of the profession, and acquaintance with 

professional codes of conduct such as the ACM/IEEE’s. These courses should get the 

students used to ethical reasoning, help them discover the dynamics of virtuous 

acting, and show the rationale and internal harmony of the codes, avoiding a simple 

presentation of the code as a set of rules of external behavior. The students should get 

used also to ethical judgments in context, not limited to blind application of rules: 

every situation is richer than a code can reflect — particularly in a continuously 

changing profession as software engineering, where new ethical problems are posed 

every day. 

However, as we have already advanced, the explanation of the contents of the 

Code is not enough to educate virtuous professionals who are concerned with the 

search for good and who are willing to act in a responsible way. Beyond devoting 

specific courses to ethics (and other related subjects), the whole curricula should 

adopt an ethical stance, so that the future professionals perceive the ethical 

implications in the development of information systems. Thus, students should learn 

and get used to evaluate the systems according to ethical principles, some kind of 

‘ethical checking’ besides the usual checks for correctness, efficiency, reliability, 

safety, and so on. 

These ideas are already contained in the Computing Curricula developed by 

ACM/IEEE (Chapter 10, Professional Practice)
1
, which, nevertheless, do not 

explicitly adopt an approach to virtue ethics. As we said in Section 2, virtue is always 

free, and good values do not automatically produce good actions. The education for 

ethical behavior requires, in the end, the moral example of teachers and their ability to 

persuade that it is worth to seek the good for the sake of good. This pedagogical 

approach is the only one that can adequately transmit the aspiration to a professional 

life that is worth being lived and that contributes to personal happiness and social 

welfare. 

8. Conclusions 

We have examined and contrasted two different schools of ethical thinking, 

deontologism vs. consequentialism, and we have shown our preference for the first 

one, in accordance with the spirit of current codes of ethics in software engineering. 

The following lines summarize an outline of the argument: 

 

1. Extreme positions are neither rational nor practicable: 

1.1. Deontologism cannot ignore the consequences in defining prescribed or 

forbidden actions. 



1.2. Consequentialism cannot ignore the rules in deciding which consequences 

are relevant and in assessing the goodness or badness of consequences. 

1.3. The contrast between extreme positions is not helpful but misleading: 

opposing rules to consequences is a false problem. 

2. Moderate positions are both rational and practicable, but not equivalent: 
2.1. Both integrate rules and consequences to ethically valuate actions. There 

will be a variety of deontologist and consequentialist ethical systems, 

depending on the set of values they choose to respect. 

2.2. Moderate deontologism acknowledges some absolute or unconditional 

rules, whereas moderate consequentialism does not. Therefore, moderate 

consequentialism is incompatible with the very notion of inviolable human 

dignity. 

2.3. Absolute behavior rules in moderate deontologism must be derived from the 

recognition of human dignity. Otherwise, it will be an inhumane moderate 

deontologism. 

3. Software systems are strongly characterized by their complexity: 

3.1. Complexity and imperfection of software makes the prediction of 

consequences particularly difficult. 

3.2. This imperfection and unpredictability of software belongs to the very 

nature of the profession, as we know it nowadays. 

3.3. Software complexity is not an excuse to ignore at all the consequences of 

one’s acts, but shows that a consequentialist analysis of responsibility 

becomes much harder and inadequate in software engineering. 

4. We need a way to put limits to the consequences for which a professional will 

be held responsible: 

4.1. Responsibility depends in the first place on the consequences being direct, 

and in the second place on their being foreseeable. 

4.2. Assessing the direct consequences that can be reasonably foreseen requires 

a good knowledge of the profession: someone outside of the profession 

cannot do a good prediction, and therefore is not properly qualified to make 

ethical judgments about the matter. 

4.3. Ethical principles cannot be used as the input to an ethical algorithm that 

generates ethical decisions: the agent cannot avoid her personal ethical 

judgment in each particular situation
6
. 

5. Current codes of ethics in software engineering provide valuable guidelines: 

5.1. They adopt a moderate deontologist ethical position, their intention is to 

educate and inspire software engineers to achieve ethical behavior in the 

exercise of their profession. 

5.2. They are aware of the problems derived from software complexity and do 

not try to teach precise (algorithmic) mechanisms to valuate responsibility. 

5.3. They strive for a good integration of rules and consequences to achieve 

ethical behavior and to assess moral responsibility in the profession: 

preeminence of human values and crucial consideration of consequences. 

 

Good intentions are not enough. The rational behavior requires the integration of 

rules and consequences, and the defense of human dignity requires the adoption of a 

deontologist position that acknowledges some unquestionable barriers. Software 
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engineers require a sound ethical instruction that integrates moral principles and 

respect to human dignity with the real experience of their profession (what we have 

called moderate deontologism). If we want to help software engineers to achieve 

ethical behavior, and to learn that they are free persons with a responsibility that 

cannot be transferred to others, then a code of professional ethics like the 

ACM/IEEE’s will be especially adequate: a code that is “founded in the software 

engineer’s humanity, in special care owed to people affected by the work of software 

engineers, and in the unique elements of the practice of software engineering”
6
. 

Together with the presentation of the code and its principles, software engineering 

curricula should adopt a pervading ethical stance that show the ethical implications in 

the development of information systems, and a pedagogical approach to a virtuous 

professional life. 

The task of the moral philosopher is not to indicate a closed, perfectly defined path. 

Rather, she has to teach how to discover, how to interpret and how to understand the 

signs found on the way, to discern good from evil, and to invent new ways to do 

good.  
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Tables 

 

Rule-based ethics Consequence-based ethics 

Good actions result from following the correct 

rules of behavior, which are universal and 

applicable to all. 

 

Rules must be followed regardless of the 

consequences, good or bad, that might result. 

General rules are not specific enough to guide 

action. 

 

We have to consider the consequences of our 

actions, and choose the actions that produce 

the best results or consequences. 

Table 1. Two rival versions of ethics: rule-based vs. consequence-based. Which one would the 

reader choose? 

Extreme 

Deontologism 

 

Rules  

without Consequences 

Moderate 

Deontologism 

 

Rules  

with Consequences 

Moderate 

Consequentialism 

 

Consequences  

with Rules 

Extreme 

Consequentialism 

 

Consequences  

without Rules 

Table 2. A panorama of contemporary schools of ethics. Is there a clear boundary? 

Moderate Deontologism Moderate Consequentialism 

Good actions result from following the correct 

rules of behavior. 

 

Some rules are absolute, i.e. they do not allow 

actions that are ‘evil in themselves’, even 

though they could have some indirect good 

consequences. 

 

Other rules are relative, their application 

depends on the consequences of actions. 

Goodness of actions depends essentially on 

the balance of their good and bad 

consequences, although assessing the 

goodness of consequences requires accepting 

some a priori rules. 

 

There is no absolute rule that forbids any kind 

of actions, i.e. a certain action which is 

considered bad under some circumstances will 

be considered good in a different situation. 

Table 3. Contrast between the two moderate positions. Which one would the reader choose 

now? 

 Direct Indirect 

Foreseeable Responsible 
Generally 

not responsible 

Unforeseeable 
Generally 

responsible 
Not responsible 

Table 4. Responsibility depends on the consequences being direct and foreseeable. 

 


